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ABSTRACT
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Efficiently computing linear algebra expressions is central to
machine learning (ML) systems. Most systems support sparse
formats and operations because sparse matrices are ubiquitous and their dense representation can cause prohibitive
overheads. Estimating the sparsity of intermediates, however,
remains a key challenge when generating execution plans
or performing sparse operations. These sparsity estimates
are used for cost and memory estimates, format decisions,
and result allocation. Existing estimators tend to focus on
matrix products only, and struggle to attain good accuracy
with low estimation overhead. However, a key observation is
that real-world sparse matrices commonly exhibit structural
properties such as a single non-zero per row, or columns with
varying sparsity. In this paper, we introduce MNC (Matrix
Non-zero Count), a remarkably simple, count-based matrix
synopsis that exploits these structural properties for efficient,
accurate, and general sparsity estimation. We describe estimators and sketch propagation for realistic linear algebra
expressions. Our experiments—on a new estimation benchmark called SparsEst—show that the MNC estimator yields
good accuracy with very low overhead. This behavior makes
MNC practical and broadly applicable in ML systems.

Modern machine learning (ML) systems aim to provide highlevel languages with physical data independence, and automatically generate efficient execution plans to increase
the productivity of data scientists and simplify deployment
[10, 33, 65]. This separation of concerns hides the complexity of execution plans, local and distributed operations, as
well as dense and sparse data layouts [21]. Language abstractions of these systems commonly rely on linear algebra
such as matrix multiplications, reorganizations, aggregations,
element-wise operations, and statistical functions, allowing
users to create and customize ML algorithms and models.
Sources of Sparse Matrices: ML systems often support sparse matrix formats and operations because sparse
matrices—with small ratio of non-zero values to matrix cells—
are ubiquitous in many domains. Examples are natural language processing (NLP), graph analytics, recommender systems, and scientific computing, which often deal with ultrasparse matrices of sparsity between 10−3 and 10−8 . Apart
from sparse input data, there are other sources of sparse
matrices. First, data pre-processing like one-hot encoding—
which transforms a categorical feature of domain cardinality
d into d 0/1 features—introduces correlated sparse columns
[21]. Second, many element-wise operations can produce
sparse intermediates even for dense inputs (e.g., selection
predicates, or dropout layers). Third, transformation matrices
like permutation and selection matrices—as used for random
reshuffling and sampling via matrix products—are also huge,
ultra-sparse matrices. Processing such ultra-sparse matrices using dense formats and operations would introduce
prohibitively large storage and computation overheads. For
this reason, open source systems like Julia [9], Spark MLlib [66], SystemML [10], and numerous prototypes [33, 65]
automatically dispatch sparse operations when beneficial.
Problem of Sparsity Estimation: Estimating the sparsity of matrix expressions is an import yet challenging problem [43]. First, sparsity estimates are used during operation
runtime for output format decisions and memory preallocation. Wrong decisions might largely impact memory requirements (e.g., wrong dense allocation of truly sparse outputs)
and operation efficiency (e.g., wrong sparse allocation and
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Figure 2: Accuracy/Efficiency Goal of the MNC Sketch.
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Figure 1: Example NLP Sentence Encoding.
updates of truly dense outputs). Second, sparsity estimates of
matrix expressions are used during compilation for memory
and cost estimates. Therefore, the accuracy of these estimates affect decisions on local versus distributed operations
[10], matrix product chains [17], resource allocation [34], as
well as rewrites and operator fusion [12, 20]. However, existing estimators have either prohibitive overheads or limited
support for structural properties and thus, low accuracy.
Example Structural Properties: As an example of a
sparse matrix product, Figure 1 shows an NLP scenario of encoding a sequence-of-words representation into word embeddings, as commonly used for deep learning. Input sentences
are padded to the maximum sentence length and represented
in a token sequence matrix S. Ones in this matrix map a sequence position (i.e., row) to a distinct token (i.e., column).
The last column of S represents unknowns such as pads and
tokens that are not in the dictionary. Thus, S is typically very
large and ultra sparse, due to skew of sentence lengths and
large dictionaries. We multiply S with a pre-trained1 word
embeddings matrix W to yield an encoded token sequence.
Finally, we reshape this matrix row-wise into the padded
sentence representation which can be directly used for training or scoring of models like SentenceCNN [42]. The matrix
product S W has the special structural property that rows in
S have exactly one non-zero. Similar structural properties
are very common for selection matrices (e.g., for sampling)
and permutation matrices (e.g., for random reshuffling). We
shall show that these properties can be exploited to infer the
exact output sparsity in this specific scenario, and generally
improve the accuracy of sparsity estimation.
Contributions: Our primary contribution is a systematic
exploitation of structural properties for better sparsity estimation of matrix products and other operations. To this end,
we introduce the Matrix Non-zero Count (MNC) sketch and
estimator, whose size is linear in the matrix dimensions. Compared to existing sparsity estimators [5, 10, 16, 39, 49, 65], we
aim to achieve—as shown in Figure 2—high accuracy (with

exact results for special cases) with modest construction and
estimation overhead. Our detailed contributions are:
• Analysis of Sparsity Estimators: We survey existing
sparsity estimators in terms of their space and time
complexity as well as potential bias in Section 2.
• MNC Sketch: We then introduce our novel MNC sketch
and estimators for matrix products chains in Section 3.
This also includes estimators for additional reorganization and element-wise operations in Section 4.
• Sparsity Estimation Benchmark: As a basis for our
evaluation, we define a new benchmark for sparsity
estimators—including a realistic mix of operations and
matrices with structural properties—in Section 5.
• Experiments: Finally, in Section 6, we report on extensive experiments that compare MNC with existing
estimators in terms of space efficiency, construction
and estimation overhead, and estimation accuracy.
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embeddings are commonly pre-trained—in an application-agnostic
manner—with word2vec [25, 54, 55] over the Wikipedia corpus.

EXISTING SPARSITY ESTIMATORS

In this section, we briefly survey existing sparsity estimators
for matrix products and product chains. Given an m × n
matrix A with sparsity s A = nnz(A)/(mn)—where nnz(A)
is the number of non-zeros in A—and an n × l matrix B
with sparsity s B , we aim to estimate the sparsity ŝC of the
matrix product C = A B. Further, let d = max(m, n, l) be
the maximum dimension. Similarly, for a chain of matrix
products M(1) M(2) . . . M(k) , we are interested in sparsity
estimates si j for subchains M(i) . . . M(j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
Assumptions: All existing estimators as well as our MNC
estimator make—implicitly or explicitly—the following two
simplifying but reasonable assumptions:
• A1: No Cancellation Errors: Positive and negative values could cancel each other to zero on aggregation.
Similarly, multiplying very small values may create
zeros due to round-off errors.
• A2: No Not-A-Number (NaN) Values: NaNs are challenging for sparsity estimation and sparse linear algebra
in general because NaN · 0 = NaN [43].

2.1
1 Word

MNC Sketch

Naïve Estimators

The naïve estimators are extremes in a spectrum of potential
estimators with different runtime and accuracy tradeoffs.
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Figure 3: Examples of Existing Sparsity Estimators.
Naïve Metadata Estimators: The naïve metadata estimators (e.g., in SystemML) derive the output sparsity solely
from the sparsity of the input matrices [10, 16, 39, 65]. These
estimators are best-effort choices because the metadata is
readily available during compilation without additional runtime overhead. In detail, we distinguish two types. First, the
unbiased, average-case estimator Eac [10] is
ŝ C = 1 − (1 − s A · s B )n ,

(1)

which assumes uniformly distributed non-zeros, and estimates the output sparsity as the complementary probability
of an output cell being zero2 . In contrast, the worst-case estimator Ewc [10]—that aims to provide an upper bound for
worst-case memory estimates—is
ŝ C = min(1, nnz(A)/m) · min(1, nnz(B)/l)
= min(1, s A · n) · min(1, s B · n),

(2)

which assumes an adversarial pattern where A and B have
aligned column and row vectors of non-zeros, respectively.
Naïve Bitset Estimator: The other extreme is the naïve
bitset estimator Ebmm (e.g., in NVIDIA cuSPARSE and Intel
MKL [49], and similarly in SciDB [61]) that constructs—as
shown in Figure 3(b)—boolean matrices bA and bB and performs an exact boolean matrix multiply bC = bA bB . Such a
product can be efficiently computed via bitwise AND (multiply) and OR (sum). The exact sparsity estimate is
s C = ŝ C = bitcount(bC )/(ml),

(3)

where bitcount(bC ) is the number of set bits in the output. Although the size is 64x smaller than in dense double precision,
this estimator adds significant size and runtime overhead.

2.2

Density Map Estimator

To account for sparsity skew with configurable runtime overhead, the density map estimator Edm creates density maps
dmA and dmB for the input matrices A and B [39]. Such a
density map imposes a block size b (by default, b = 256) and
stores the sparsity of individual b × b blocks. The density
2 An

even simpler estimator for ultra-sparse inputs is ŝ C = s A s B n [16].

map of the output dmC is computed via a pseudo-matrixmultiplication over density maps dmA dmB as follows:
dmCi j = ⊕kn/b
E (dmAik , dmBk j )
=1 ac

with s A ⊕B = s A + s B − s As B ,

(4)

which replaces multiply with the average-case estimator Eac
and plus with a formula for probabilistic propagation. Finally,
we obtain the output sparsity ŝ C from the total number of
non-zeros in dmC (i.e., scaled density map by block cells). For
example, assuming the example matrices from Figure 3(a),
we construct the density maps shown in Figure 3(c) and
compute the output density map accordingly.
Effect of Block Size: Intuitively, the block size b allows
a trade-off between accuracy and runtime overhead [39].
Moreover, the density map is a generalization of the naïve
estimators because for b = 1 it is equivalent to the bitset
estimator (Edm ≡ Ebmm ), while for b = d it is equivalent to
the average-case estimator (Edm ≡ Eac ). However, during our
experiments we made the interesting observation that—for
special structural properties—smaller block sizes can lead to
higher errors. For example, consider a 200 × 100 matrix A
with 50 non-zeros arranged as a column vector (s A = 0.0025)
and a dense 100 × 100 matrix B (s B = 1). The true number of
non-zeros is 5,000 but with block sizes b = 200, b = 100, and
b = 50, we estimate 4,429, 3,942, and 3,179. In this scenario,
there are no collisions but the smaller the block size, the
higher the estimated probability of collisions.
Dynamic Block Sizes: The fixed block size is problematic for ultra-sparse matrices because a moderate default
can render the density map larger than the input. A natural
extension would be dynamic density maps that adapt local
block sizes to the non-zero structure, for example, via a recursive quad tree partitioning as done in the AT-Matrix [40]
for NUMA-aware partitioning. However, the non-aligned
blocks in dmA and dmB would complicate the estimator.

2.3

Sampling-based Estimators

The sampling-based estimator Esmpl also aims to account
for sparsity skew [65]. In contrast to the density map, this
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Figure 4: Example Existing Graph-based Estimator.
estimator draws a random and uniformly distributed sample
S of columns from A and aligned rows from B. For example,
Figure 3(d) shows a sample of three columns and rows from
A and B. The output sparsity is then estimated as
ŝ C = max (nnz(A:k ) · nnz(Bk : ))/(ml).
k ∈S

(5)

Intuitively, this estimator views a matrix product as the sum
of outer products A:k Bk : and uses the sparsity of the largest
outer product as its estimate. Hence, Esmpl is biased in terms
of being a strict lower bound of the true output sparsity,
which has the undesirable property of not converging to the
true sparsity s C , even if |S| = n. Appendix A describes an
inexpensive extension to overcome these issues, as well as a
hybrid estimator [5] that relies on hashing and sampling.

2.4

Graph-based Estimators

In a seminal paper on estimating the non-zero structure of
matrix product chains, Cohen introduced a so-called layered
graph to estimate the number of non-zeros per rows and
columns in the output [16]. This algorithm is a specialized
variant of estimating the size of the transitive closure [15].
Layered Graph: The layered graph G of a chain of matrices (M1, M2, . . . , Mk ) has k + 1 levels. Nodes in level 1
refer to rows in M1 , level 2 to columns in M1 and rows in
M2 , level 3 to columns in M2 and rows in M3 , etc. Edges represent the position of non-zeros in Mi by connecting their
specific row to column nodes. For example, Figure 4 shows
the layered graph for our product C = A B from Figure 3(a),
where unreachable nodes (shown in white) are discarded.
Sparsity Estimate: The graph-based estimator Egph then
assigns r-vectors—of configurable size—drawn from the exponential distribution with λ = 1 to all leaf nodes in level
1. The r-vectors are propagated bottom-up through G by
computing r of an inner node as the element-wise minimum
of the r-vectors of its inputs. The final estimate is then
!
Õ |rv | − 1
ŝ C =
/(ml),
(6)
sum(rv )
v ∈ roots
which estimates the non-zeros per output column, as well
as aggregates and scales them to the overall output sparsity. Note that for matrix product chain optimization, the
estimated column and row counts can be directly used to
compute sparsity-aware costs of subchains [16].

Estimator
Space
Time
MetaAC Eac
O(1)
O(1)
MetaWC Ewc
O(1)
O(1)
Bitset Ebmm O(mn + nl + ml)
O(mnl)
+ml )
DMap Edm
O( mn+nl
O( mnl
)
b2
b3
Sample Esmpl
O(|S|)
O(|S|(m + l))
LGraph Egph O(rd + nnz(A, B)) O(r (d + nnz(A, B)))
MNC Emnc
O(d)
O(d + nnz(A, B))
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X
X sC
X
X
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X
X

Discussion and Analysis

Finally, we summarize the existing estimators, and discuss
the relationship to join cardinality estimators.
Analysis of Sparsity Estimators: Table 1 summarizes
the surveyed sparsity estimators, which all—except the
sampling-based estimator—apply to both matrix products
and matrix product chains (®). Overall, these estimators
cover a spectrum that trades runtime efficiency and estimation accuracy. First, the constant-time average- and worstcase estimators Eac and Ewc are extremely cheap to compute
if overall sparsity is readily available. However, Eac assumes
uniformity and independence, which rarely hold in practice, while Ewc uses a conservative estimate that is biased to
over-estimation (upper bound). Second, the bitset and density map estimators Ebmm and Edm require space and time
proportional to dense input sizes. While Ebmm provides a
constant reduction of 64 (compared to double precision), Edm
reduces space and time requirements by b 2 and b 3 with configurable block size b. However, both can quickly exceed
the space requirements of ultra-sparse inputs. Third, the
sampling-based estimator is relatively inexpensive but only
applies to single matrix products, can cause repeated matrix multiplication for lazily evaluated distributed operations,
and is biased to under-estimation (lower bound). Fourth, the
graph-based estimator Egph is able to estimate the non-zero
structure of matrix product chains and thus, provides very
good accuracy. However, the graph construction and usage is
linear in the number of non-zeros (times the size of r-vectors)
which can cause significant runtime overhead, compared to
well-optimized matrix multiplication kernels.
Join Cardinality Estimation: Assuming matrices Aikv1
and Bk jv2 are given as 3-column relations of row indexes,
column indexes, and values, sparsity estimation of the product AB is equivalent to estimating the cardinality of the
join-group-by query γi j (A Zk B). Hence, existing cardinality estimators directly apply. For example, the recently proposed index-based join sampling [45] is very similar to the
sampling-based estimator (see Section 2.3) that systematically samples related rows from A and columns from B. However, existing cardinality estimators largely ignore—similar
to existing sparsity estimators—structural properties.

Error Propagation: Given the close relationship to cardinality estimation, a natural question is if errors propagate
similarly. Ioannidis and Christodoulakis established that cardinality estimation errors propagate exponentially through
joins [35]. We use a similar maximum error argument. Assume a matrix product chain (M1, M2, . . . , Mk ) of n × n matrices and constant sparsity s. Considering uniformly distributed non-zeros, and 1 − (1 − s M12 · s M3 )n from Equation (1)
together with a constant error of ϵ, we substitute s M12 with
(1 + ϵ) · s M12 . Then, we see that ϵ propagates exponentially
in the dimension n and in the number of products k − 1.
Despite this exponential propagation, sparsity estimation is
feasible in practice because matrix expressions often exhibit
structural properties that can be exploited.

3

MNC SKETCH

We now introduce the matrix non-zero count (MNC) sketch
by describing the main data structure, as well as estimators
for matrix products and product chains. Motivated by our
experience with sparse matrices in practice, and inspired
by several aspects of Cohen’s estimator [16], we base our
MNC framework on count-based histograms of the number
of non-zeros (NNZ) per row and column, as well as additional
metadata to encode common structural properties.

3.1

MNC Framework

Data Structure: The MNC sketch hA of an m × n matrix A
comprises the following information, where we use h as a
shorthand whenever the context is clear.
• Row/Column NNZs: Count vectors hr = rowSums(A ,
0) and hc = colSums(A , 0) indicate the NNZs per
row and column, where hri is the count of the ith row.
• Extended Row/Column NNZs: Count vectors her =
rowSums((A , 0) · (hc = 1)) and hec = colSums((A ,
0) · (hr = 1)) indicate the NNZs per row/column that
appear in columns/rows with a single non-zero.
• Summary Statistics: Metadata includes the maximum
NNZ per row max(hr ) and column max(hc ), the number of non-empty rows nnz(hr ) and columns nnz(hc ),
the number of half-full rows |hr > n/2| and columns
|hc > n/2|, as well as flags for diagonal matrices.
Construction and Analysis: The construction of the
count vectors hr and hc is done in a single scan over the
non-zeros of A, where we aggregate the respective row and
column counts. Sparse representations such as the row-major
CSR (compressed sparse rows) readily provide hr as metadata, which makes the construction slightly more efficient.
We then materialize the summary statistics in a single pass
over hr and hc . Finally, if max(hr ) > 1 or max(hc ) > 1,
we construct the extended count vectors her and hec in a
second scan over the non-zeros of A with filter conditions
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Figure 5: Example MNC Sketches.
hc = 1 and hr = 1, respectively. Similar to histogram construction during data ingestion [2], the MNC construction
can be piggybacked on the read of matrices, which often uses
two passes as well (e.g., multi-threaded CSV read, or sparse
binary read). To summarize, the MNC sketch construction
requires O(nnz(A) + m + n) time3 (linear in the non-zeros
and dimensions of A), while the size of an MNC sketch is
O(m +n) (linear in the dimensions of A). The small size of hA
also makes it amenable to large-scale ML, where the sketch
can be computed via distributed operations and subsequently,
collected and used in the driver for compilation.
Examples: Figure 5 shows the sketches hA and hB for our
running example matrix product C = A B. We observe that
the non-zero structure is captured in a fairly fine-grained
manner while bounding the size overhead to the size of the
dimensions. Similarly, the MNC sketch for our introductory
example from Figure 1, would capture the structural property
max(hr ) = 1 and individual row and column NNZ counts,
which are important for accurate sparsity estimation.

3.2

Sparsity Estimation

Having defined the structure of MNC sketches, we now discuss how these sketches are used for sparsity estimation.
We first present individual components and their underlying
foundations before synthesizing the final sparsity estimator.
Basic Sparsity Estimation: In general, an MNC sketch
hA can be viewed as a special density map with overlapping
blocks covering rows and columns in A but by encoding nonzero counts of rows and columns separately, it is better suited
to handle sparsity skew across columns [21]. Accordingly,
we can directly apply Edm as a fallback estimator over hcA and
hrB (i.e., with m ×l output block size)4 . Additionally, however,
we exploit structural properties as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Given MNC sketches hA and hB for matrices
A and B, the output sparsity s C of the matrix product C = A B
can be exactly computed under the assumptions A1 and A2 via
a dot product of hcA and hrB :
s C ≡ ŝ C = hcA hrB /(ml) if max(hrA ) ≤ 1 ∨ max(hcB ) ≤ 1. (7)
formats require a scan over all mn cells but these formats are only
used if s A ≥ 0.4 (i.e., nnz(A) ≥ 0.4mn).
4 Alternatively, we could also use E
r
c
dm over hA and hB (with 1 × 1 output
block size) but this would increase the estimation costs from O(n) to O(ml ).
3 Dense

Proof. Under the assumptions A1 and A2, the sparsity
s C of C = A B is equal to the sparsity of a boolean matrix
product (A , 0) (B , 0). Such boolean products can be
Ð
represented as Z = j A j × Bj , where A j are row indexes of
column (A:j , 0) and Bj are column indexes of row (Bj: , 0)
[5]. For max(hrA ) ≤ 1, each row index appears in at most one
A j . Similarly, for max(hcB ) ≤ 1, each column index appears
in at most one Bj . Hence, the union Z is distinct. The size of
A × Bj is hcAj · hrBj . Since the union is distinct, we have |Z | =
Íj
Íj |A j × Bj |. Combining these facts, we get s C = |Z |/(ml) =
( j hcAj · hrBj )/(ml), which is exactly hcA hrB /(ml).

Exploiting Extended NNZ Counts: Theorem 3.1 only
applies if all rows or columns contain at most one non-zero.
In practice, we also encounter matrices with a subset5 of qualifying rows or columns. We aim to exploit these properties
by fine-grained extended row and column NNZ counts:
r
c
ec
er
ŝ C = (hec
A hB + (hA − hA ) hB
(8)
r
er
+ Edm (hcA − hec
A , hB − hB , p) · p)/(ml),
r
c
ec
er
where the first term hec
A hB + (hA − hA ) hB represents the
non-zeros that are exactly known, while the second term is a
generic estimator of the remaining quantities. There are no
side effects between these terms because both sets of nonzeros are disjoint. For this reason, we use for the remaining
quantities—instead of ml—a reduced output size p:

p = (m − |hrA = 1|) · (l − |hcB = 1|),

(9)

|hrA

where
= 1| is the number of rows with one non-zero.
Additional Lower and Upper Bounds: In addition to
the aforementioned basic and extended estimators, we establish lower and upper bounds that guard against low accuracy for matrix products with adversarial non-zero structure.
Here, nnz(hrA ) denotes the number of non-empty rows in A.
Theorem 3.2. Given MNC sketches hA and hB for matrices
A and B, the output sparsity s C of the matrix product C = A B
is bounded under the assumptions A1 and A2 by:
s C ≥ |hrA > n/2| · |hcB > n/2|/(ml)
(10)
s C ≤ nnz(hrA ) · nnz(hcB )/(ml).
Proof. Under assumptions A1 and A2, we have again a
Ð
boolean matrix product Z = j A j × Bj . First, the quantities
nnz(hrA ) Ð
and nnz(hcB ) determine the number of
Ðdistinct row
indexes j A j and distinct column indexes j Bj . Hence,
s C = |Z |/(ml) is upper bounded by nnz(hrA ) · nnz(hcB )/(ml).
Second, any pair of rows in Ai: and columns in B:j with
nnz(Ai: ) > n/2∧nnz(B:j ) > n/2 is guaranteed to yield a nonzero cell Ci j because at least one element-wise multiplication
Aik · Bk j with 1 ≤ k ≤ n will be (Aik , 0) · (Bk j , 0). Hence,
s C is lower bounded by |hrA > n/2| · |hcB > n/2|/(ml).

5 For

example, as of 2019/04/04, 25,800,660 (89%) of the 28,929,182 public
GitHub repositories have 0 or 1 stars (estimates obtained via is:public).

Algorithm 1 MNC Sparsity Estimation
Input: MNC sketches hA and hB for matrices A and B
Output: Output sparsity s C
1: // a) basic and extended sparsity estimation, incl upper bound
2: if max(hrA ) ≤ 1 ∨ max(hcB ) ≤ 1 then
// see Theorem 3.1
3:
nnz ← hcA hrB
er
4: else if exists(her
A ) ∨ exists(hB ) then // extended NNZ counts
r + (hc − hec ) her
5:
nnz ← hec
h
// exact fraction
A B
A
A
B
6:
p ← (nnz(hrA ) − |hrA = 1|) · (nnz(hcB ) − |hcB = 1|) // #cells
r
er
7:
nnz ← nnz + Edm (hcA − hec
A , hB − hB , p) · p // generic rest
8: else
// generic fallback estimate
9:
p ← nnz(hrA ) · nnz(hcB )
// #cells
10:
nnz ← Edm (hcA, hrB, p) · p
11: // b) apply lower bound, see Theorem 3.2
12: nnz ← max(nnz, |hrA > n/2| · |hcB > n/2|)
// lower bound
13: return s C ← nnz/(ml)

Sparsity Estimator: Putting it altogether, Algorithm 1
shows our MNC sparsity estimator Emnc , which requires O(n)
time (linear in the common dimension of A B). First, in lines 110, we apply the basic and extended estimators. The first two
cases exploit coarse- or fine-grained structural properties,
but if unavailable, we fall back to a density-map-like estimator over column and row counts. Entries of non-existing
extended count vectors are treated as zeros. The upper bound
is imposed via a modified output size p = nnz(hrA ) · nnz(hcB ),
which also improves the estimation of collisions. Second, in
lines 11-13, we impose the lower bound and return s C as the
estimated NNZ scaled by the output size ml.

3.3

Sketch Propagation

So far we only discussed sparsity estimation for a single
matrix product. However, for chains of matrix products, we
need to derive sketches for intermediates as well, to allow
for recursive sparsity estimation of arbitrary subchains.
Basic Sketch Propagation: Figure 6 gives an overview
of our sketch propagation—which requires O(d) time—for
deriving a sketch hC from input sketches hA and hB . First,
we compute the output sparsity ŝ C as described in Section 3.2.
Second, we derive row and column histograms from A and
B by scaling them with the relative change of NNZ from
A to C and from B to C as shown
Í in Equation(11).
Í This
ensures consistency regarding hrC ≈ ŝ Cml and hcC ≈
MNC
Sketch hB

...
...
1
2
3
MNC
0
Sketch hA 11
2
3
1
hr

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
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Figure 6: Basic Sketch Propagation.

ŝ Cml but assumes that the distribution of non-zeros per row
and column propagate over the matrix product.
Õ
hrC = round(hrA · ŝ Cml/ hrA ),
Õ
(11)
hcC = round(hcB · ŝ Cml/ hcB ).
Probabilistic Rounding: For ultra-sparse matrices, basic
rounding can introduce significant bias. For example, consider a special case where every entry in hrC (without rounding) is 0.4. With rounding, we get 0.0 non-zeros for all rows,
which leads to the wrong assumption of an empty intermediate and thus, empty final output. Hence, we use probabilistic
rounding with probabilities hrC − ⌊hrC ⌋ of rounding entries
in hrC up. This approach ensures unbiased propagation with
minimal variance, which worked well in practice.
Exact Sketch Propagation: Additionally, we exploit the
metadata for exact sketch propagation. If either A or B is fully
diagonal (all non-zeros and no zero on diagonal) and square,
we propagate the full sketch of the other input because the
output characteristics are guaranteed identical:
(
hA if B is diagonal
hC =
(12)
hB if A is diagonal.
Implementation Details: With these techniques, we are
able to compute sketches and the output sparsity of DAGs of
matrix products. These DAGs are given in an intermediate
representation (IR) where nodes are input matrices (leafs) or
operations, edges are data dependencies, and we are interested in estimating the sparsity of—potentially multiple—root
nodes of the DAG. The MNC sketches of leaf nodes are built
from the input matrices, which can be done as part of reoptimization similar to MatFast [65] or SystemML [10]. Then,
we compute and propagate sketches bottom-up through the
DAG, with three simple yet effective improvements. First, we
memoize—i.e., materialize and reuse—intermediate sketches
because nodes might be reachable over multiple paths. Similarly, in the context of matrix multiplication chain optimization, we reuse intermediate sketches across overlapping
sub-problems (see Appendix C). Second, we do not propagate
sketches to the root nodes but directly estimate their sparsity.
Third, we use special cases for matrix self-products to avoid
unnecessary sketch construction.

4

ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS

Chains of pure matrix products rarely exceed a length of five
in real numerical computing and ML workloads. Much more
common are chains of matrix products interleaved with reorganization operations such as transpose or reshape, and
element-wise matrix operations. In this section, we, therefore, extend the MNC Sketch and related sketch propagation
techniques for these additional operations. Except for naïve

metadata estimators in Matlab [24] and SystemML [10], this
problem has not been addressed in the literature.
Scope of Supported Operations: In addition to matrix products, we support reorganization operations that
change the position of values, and element-wise operations.
First, reorganizations include transpose (matrix transposition), reshape (row-wise change of dimension sizes), diag
(vector placement/extraction onto/from the diagonal), and
rbind/cbind (row-/column-wise concatenation of matrices).
Furthermore, this includes the comparisons A = 0 and A , 0
that extract the zero or non-zero structure. Second, we also
support element-wise addition A+B and multiplication A⊙B.

4.1

Sparsity Estimation

Similar to Section 3, we first investigate the simpler problem
of estimating sparsity of a single operation. To simplify notation, we use s(x, m, n) = x/(mn) to compute the sparsity
from non-zeros x and dimensions m × n.
Reorganization Operations: Sparsity estimation for reorganizations is straightforward because they allow—with
few exceptions—for exact inference of the number of nonzeros and thus, sparsity from metadata. For transpose, reshape, and A , 0, we have s C = s A , while for diag (vectormatrix) we have s C = s(nnz(A), m, m). Similarly, the sparsity s C for rbind, cbind, and A = 0 is exactly computed via
s(nnz(A)+nnz(B), m A +m B, n A ), s(nnz(A)+nnz(B), m A, n A +
n B ), and 1 − s A , respectively.
Element-wise Operations: Element-wise addition and
multiplication are more challenging. A baseline solution
would pick the row or column dimension, and apply per slice
the average case estimates s Ai + s Bi − s Ai · s Bi and s Ai · s Bi for
addition and multiplication. However, this approach would
not fully exploit the structural information of the entire MNC
sketch. Instead, we use both row and column count vectors
hr and hc of both A and B as follows:
(Í

m
r
r
r
r
+
1
i=0 hAi + hBi − hAi · hBi · λ

sC =
Ím
r · hr · λ
m ·n
h
⊙,
i=0
Ai
Bi
(13)
n 

Õ
c
c
where λ =
hAj · hBj /(nnz(A) · nnz(B)).
j=0

Intuitively, we aggregate row-wise estimates of non-zeros
but scale them by λ, which represents collisions of non-zeros,
computed from column counts. This computation is algebraically symmetric, so aggregating column-wise estimates
and scaling by row collisions yields the exact same result.

4.2

Sketch Propagation

For estimating sparsity of entire chains of operations, we
need to propagate sketches over these operations too. Sketch

propagation is more involved as we need to preserve individual row and columns counts. In this context, we always
propagate count vectors, but we propagate extension vectors
only when they are known to be exactly preserved.
Reorganization Operations: Several reorganizations
still allow retaining valuable structural properties when propagating MNC sketches. First, for C = A , 0, we simply propagate hC = hA . Second, transpose, rbind (and symmetrically
cbind), diag (vector-to-matrix-diag), and A = 0 can also be
exactly derived with the following formulas:
ec
c
r
ec
er
transpose: hrC = hcA , her
C = hA , hC = hA , hC = hA

rbind: hrC = rbind(hrA, hrB ), her
C = ∅

ec
ec
hcC = hcA + hcB , hec
C = hA + hB

diag:
A = 0:

hrC
hrC

=

her
C

=

=n−

hcC

hrA ,

=

hcC

hec
C

=m

= hrA
− hcA ,

(14)

ec
her
C = hC = ∅

Third, reshaping an m × n matrix A into a k × l matrix
C requires a more fine-grained approach. For the sake
of a simple presentation, we focus on row-wise reshaping where m mod k = 0, that is, where multiple input rows are concatenated to a single output row. In a
first step, we compute hrC by aggregating every m/k row
counts, which—at conceptual level—is equivalent to hrC =
rowSums(matrix(hrA, k, m/k)). In a second step, we then
scale and replicate column counts to compute hcC , which is
similar to hcC = rep(round(hcA /(m/k)), m/k). Finally, remaining operations such as matrix-to-vector diag are handled in a
best-effort manner, which is sufficient for practical purposes
as the output is a vector.
Element-wise Operations: Propagating MNC sketches
for element-wise addition and multiplication follows the
same approach as described for Equation (13) in Section 4.1,
but now we materialize individual row/column estimates. To
enable this symmetric computation, we first prepare both
scaling factors λr and λc and then compute the output MNC
sketch—but only for count vectors—as follows:
+: hrC = round(hrA + hrB − hrA · hrB · λc ),
hcC = round(hcA + hcB − hcA · hcB · λr )

⊙:

hrC

=

round(hrA

·

hrB

c

· λ ),

hcC

=

round(hcA

(15)
·

hcB

r

·λ )

Similar to sketch propagation for matrix products, we apply
probabilistic rounding to guard against systematic bias.
Implementation Details: Efficient sketch propagation
further draws from a careful implementation. First, we use
shallow copies of sketches and internal arrays whenever
sketch components directly propagate to avoid unnecessary
copies and garbage collection overhead. Examples are transpose, diag, X , 0, and special cases of matrix multiplications.
Second, we also derive the summary metadata, and only fallback to recomputation over hrC and hcC if this is not possible.

5

SPARSITY ESTIMATION BENCHMARK

As a basis for a systematic evaluation, we define the SparsEst
benchmark for sparsity estimation of matrix operations and
matrix expressions that covers existing and new use cases.
In the interest of reproducibility, we base this benchmark
solely on synthetic and publicly available real datasets.
Benchmark Metrics: Existing sparsity estimators trade
off accuracy and runtime as visualized in Figure 2. Hence, we
made the design choice of including both aspects separately:
• M1 Accuracy: A common accuracy metric is the absolute ratio error (ARE) defined as |ŝ C − s C |/s C [8, 26,
29]. This metric is asymmetric as it penalizes overestimation more than under-estimation. Hence, we use
the relative error 6 defined as max(ŝ C, s C )/min(ŝ C, s C )
[14]. For multiple experiments, we additively aggreÍ
gate SˆC = ni ŝ Ci (or equivalently non-zeros) and compute the final error as max(SˆC, s Cn)/min(SˆC, s Cn).
• M2 Estimation Time: The runtime metric is the total
estimation time covering both sketch construction and
estimation, which can be reported separately.
An additional useful but optional metric is the M3 Total Runtime—including sketch construction, estimation, and plan
execution—because sparsity estimation influences plan costs
and the sketches could be exploited during runtime. However, the exploitation of matrix sketches during optimization
and runtime is beyond the scope of this paper.
Benchmark Use Cases: In detail, our benchmark suite
consists of the following three major groups of use cases.
• B1 Structured Matrix Products (Struct): Synthetic matrix products with specific structural properties.
• B2 Real Matrix Operations (Real): Real sparse matrix
operations from NLP, graphs, and pre-processing.
• B3 Real Matrix Expressions (Chain): Pure and mixed
chains of matrix products and other operations.
The categories B1 and B2 apply to all sparsity estimators,
no matter if matrix product chains or other operations are
supported. Chaining these operations further allows for a
simple evaluation of how errors propagate.
B1 Structured Matrix Products (Struct): The category Struct aims to test—using synthetically generated
data (Syn)—specific structural properties that commonly occur in practice or constitute challenging special cases. First,
B1.1 represents the NLP sentence encoding scenario from
Figure 1, where W is dense except an empty last row and X
is a 0/1 matrix whose NNZ per column are generated from a
power law distribution, except the last column that contains
a fraction α non-zeros. Thus, the output sparsity is (1 − α)
independent of the dimensions of X and W. Second, B1.2 and
B1.3 emulate the scaling and random reshuffling of a matrix,
6A

similar normalization for the ARE is |ŝ C − s C |/min(ŝ C , s C ).

Table 2: Overview of Benchmark Use Cases.
Structured Matrix Products (Struct)
Name
Expression
Data
B1.1 NLP
XW
Syn1
B1.2 Scale
diag(λ) X
Syn2
B1.3 Perm table(s1, s2) X
Syn2
B1.4 Outer
CR
Syn3/Syn4
B1.5 Inner
RC
Syn4/Syn3

Real Matrix Products (Real)
Name
Expression
Data
B2.1 NLP
XW
AMin A
B2.2 Project
XP
Cov
B2.3 CoRefG
G G⊤
AMin R
B2.4 EmailG
GG
Email
B2.5 Mask
M⊙X
Mnist1m

which are key primitives. Since the left-hand-side matrices
are a fully diagonal and a random permutation matrix, the
output sparsity is equivalent to the input X. Third, B1.4 and
B1.5 represent special cases [39] with square matrices C and
R that contain a single dense column and aligned row (and
vice versa), and thus, result in a fully-dense or almost empty
(single non-zero) matrix, respectively.
B2 Real Matrix Operations (Real): Furthermore, the
second category Real investigates real matrix products
and element-wise operations. First, B2.1 encodes—similar
to B1.1—the AMin A dataset of paper abstracts. Second, B2.2
projects columns of the Covertype dataset that is known to
have columns with varying sparsity [21]. This column projection is a common operation in feature selection workloads.
Third, B2.3 performs co-reference counting via a matrix product of AMin R with its transposed representation. Fourth,
B2.4 is a simple self matrix product for email network analysis. Fifth and finally, B2.5 performs image masking on the
Mnist dataset via an element-wise multiplication.
B3 Real Matrix Expressions (Chain:) The category B3
further represents several interesting, real matrix expressions
that are composed of matrix products and other operations.
First, B3.1 extends our NLP example from B1.1 and B2.1
by matrix reshaping from token-embeddings to sentenceembeddings as used in our introductory example in Figure 1.
Second, B3.2 shows a matrix product chain for scaling and
shifting of X as used in the inner loops of regression and
classification algorithms to avoid densifying sparse matrices
via shifting upfront. Here, S is a special scale and shift matrix
of dimensions n × n with dense diagonal and last row, where
n is the number of features of X. Third, B3.3 investigates—
similar to existing benchmarks [16, 39, 57]—a chain of matrix
self-products (also known as matrix powers) as used for
reachability queries, and other graph analytics [38]. The
matrix P is a constructed selection matrix. Fourth, B3.4 shows
the computation of recommendations for known ratings of
selected users P via a learned low rank factorization L and
R. Fifth, B3.5 uses only element-wise operations to apply a
complex predicate for image masking. This combined mask
selects all Xi j where (Ri j ∧ Si j ) ∨ Ti j evaluates to true. This is
a common pattern found in spatial data processing via linear
algebra, where ⊙ replaces ∧, + (or max) replaces ∨, and , 0
ensures a 0/1 indicator matrix for value extraction.

Real Matrix Product Chains (Chain)
Name
Expression
Data
B3.1 NLP
reshape(X W)
AMin A
B3.2 S&S
S⊤ X⊤ diag(w) X S B Mnist1m
B3.3 Graph
PGGGG
AMin R
B3.4 Rec
(P X , 0) ⊙ (P L R⊤ )
Amazon
B3.5 Pred
X ⊙ ((R ⊙ S + T) , 0) Mnist1m

Table 3: Overview of Used Datasets.
Name
Rows m Columns n Nnz ∥X∥ 0
Amazon [52]
8M
2.3M
22.4M
AMin A [4]
25.1M
2.5M
25.1M
AMin R[4]
3.1M
3.1M
25.2M
Cov [48]
581K
54
6.9M
Email [46]
265K
265K
420K
Mnist1m [13]
1M
784
202M

Sparsity s X
0.0000012
0.00000039
0.0000026
0.22
0.000006
0.25

Datasets: Table 3 summarizes the used datasets, which
come from a mix of different domains and exhibit diverse
data characteristics. First, Amazon [30, 52], Cov [48], and
Mnist1m [13, 50], are the well-known Amazon books review datasets, UCI Covertype, and the Mnist dataset of
hand-written digits with 1M rows. Second, AMin [4, 60, 62]
refers to the AMiner dataset, specifically the DBLP-Citationnetwork (V10, October 2017). From this publication dataset,
we created (1) AMin R, the paper reference matrix, and (2)
AMin A, a token-sequence matrix of paper abstracts. For
AMin A, we extracted all 17,646,972 sentences with a total of
374,677,894 tokens, padded the sentences to the maximum
length of 2,508 tokens, and encoded the tokens as column positions regarding a Wikipedia embeddings dictionary of size
2,518,950. For handling purposes, we selected a subset of 10K
sentences. Third, Email [46, 47] is an Email network from an
EU research institution, covering 18 months and 3,038,531
emails between 287,755 (1,258 local) email addresses.

6

EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments study the MNC sketch in comparison to
existing sparsity estimators with regard to (1) construction
and estimation overheads, (2) accuracy for matrix products,
and (3) accuracy for chains of matrix products and other
operations. In this context, we aim to explore a variety of
data characteristics, parameter configurations, and operation
workloads utilizing the introduced SparsEst benchmark.

6.1

Experimental Setup

HW and SW Setting: We ran our experiments on a 2+10
node cluster of two head nodes, and ten worker nodes.
All nodes have two Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs @ 2.10 GHz2.50 GHz (24 virtual cores), 128 GB DDR3 RAM, a nominal
peak memory bandwidth of 2 × 43 GB/s, and run CentOS
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Linux 7.2. We used OpenJDK 1.8.0_151, and HDP 2.5 with
Apache Hadoop 2.7.3. All experiments ran as single-node
YARN applications with 80 GB max and initial JVM heap
sizes, which allowed us to parallelize up to ten experiments.
Unless otherwise stated, we report the mean of 20 repetitions.
Baselines: For the sake of a fair comparison, we implemented all sparsity estimators7 from Section 2 in the same
framework, and extended these estimators—if necessary and
feasible—for all operations and sketch propagation. To obtain
the ground truth output sparsity, we execute FP64 matrix
operations with internal dispatch of dense and sparse operations. These operations also serve as an additional baseline
in terms of efficiency, because any sketch construction and
estimation overhead should be well below the operation runtime. We consistently use multi-threaded FP64 matrix multiplications (MM), but single-threaded sketch construction and
estimation. While our MNC sketch is trivial to parallelize
over row or column partitions, multi-threading would put
more complex baselines such as the layered graph at a disadvantage. Internally, the density map is implemented via our
default FP64 matrix, while the bitset estimator, uses either a
linearized long array—to facilitate cache blocking—or Java’s
BitSet implementation per row, as well as bitwise OR’s of
64 values at a time in the inner loop. Finally, for the density
map, layered graph, and sampling-based estimators, we use
by default a block size b = 256, an r-vector length 32, and a
sample fraction f = 0.05 unless otherwise stated.
7 MNC and the baselines are open source at github.com/apache/systemml.
We also considered specialized baselines for encoding word embeddings,
but primitives in TensorFlow [1] and PyTorch [58] return dense tensors.

6.2

Construction and Estimation

In a first series of experiments, we investigate the construction and estimation overhead in terms of runtime and synopsis size of the various sparsity estimators. Recall from
Figure 2, our MNC sketch is designed to reach efficiency
close to sampling, but significantly better than the bitset,
density map, and layered graph. We measure the total runtime of sparsity estimation, which assumes in-memory input
matrices with basic metadata, and includes input sketch construction if necessary. Note that we exclude the metadata
estimators Ewc and Eac because they only require few scalar
floating-point operations, independent of the data size.
Runtime with Varying Sparsity: Figure 7 shows the
estimation runtime for a product of two random matrices
with fixed dimension of 20K × 20K and varying sparsity in
[10−3, 0.99] and thus, increasing number of non-zeros. We
avoid a sparsity of 1.0 because special cases for fully dense
matrix products would apply. Figure 7(a) shows the total
estimation time—including construction and estimation—for
all estimators. On one side of the spectrum, the metadata estimators are of course by far the fastest estimators and hence,
excluded from the plot. MNC then comes close to sampling
and generally outperforms the density map. On the other side
of the spectrum, we have the bitset and layered graph, where
the layered graph has advantages with low sparsity because
it requires time proportional to the number of non-zeros.
Despite single-threaded construction and estimation, all estimators rarely exceed the runtime of multi-threaded matrix
multiplications. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) separately show the
construction and estimation overheads, where Esmpl requires
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no construction because the sample is not materialized. The
bitset and density map spent—proportionally to their total
runtime—less time in construction because they are dominated by matrix-product-like estimation with cubic complexity. All estimators exploit—independent of their sketch
representation—sparsity to prune unnecessary operations.
Runtime with Varying Dimensions: In contrast to the
previous experiment, Figure 8 shows the runtime with fixed
number of non-zeros (1M) and output dimensions (10K ×
10K) but varying common dimension and sparsity. Apart
from similar trends, there are three observations. First, with
increasing sparsity, the bitset and density map become less
competitive even compared to a full matrix multiplication.
Second, both sampling and MNC show similar scaling as
their estimation time depends on the common dimension.
Third, MNC’s construction time scales slightly worse than
the density map in this scenario with rectangular dimensions
and high sparsity because its size reduction per row (10K) is
smaller than the density map’s 2562 = 64K reduction.
Size Overhead: To better understand the estimation and
construction runtimes, Figure 9 shows analytical results for
the size overhead of estimators with synopses. Asymptotically, the bitset and density map are dense sketches of size
proportional to the number of matrix cells, whereas MNC
and the layered graph are of size O(d) (in the dimensions)
and O(d + nnz(A, B)) (in the dimensions and non-zeros), respectively. However, we aim to show the absolute factors
that matter in practice. First, Figure 9(a) shows the results
for constant dimensions m = n = 1M and varying sparsity
in [10−8, 1]. MNC requires 2 · 4 · 1M · 4 B = 32 MB, while
bitset and density map require 125 GB and 122 MB. The large
difference between bitset and density map originate from
the 64x versus 2562x size reduction. The layered graph has a
more complex behavior. For small sparsity, it is dominated by
the size of nodes (in the size of dimensions) with each node
having an r-vector of size 32. As the sparsity increases, however, the size gets dominated by the edges (in the number of
non-zeros) even exceeding the size requirements of the bitset.
Second, Figure 9(b) shows the results for a constant number of non-zeros (1G) and increasing dimensions and thus,
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Figure 10: Accuracy Results for B1 Struc.
decreasing sparsity. Here, we see the expected asymptotic behavior with several interesting break-even points. However,
only the MNC sketch ensures very low size overhead—note
that a single y-axis tic represents three orders of magnitude—
across the entire spectrum of scenarios.

6.3

Accuracy for Matrix Products

In a second set of experiments, we investigate the estimation
accuracy for matrix products on SparsEst B1 and B2. We
report the relative error, which is bounded by [1, ∞). Appendix A includes further experiments that compare MNC with
additional sampling-based estimators.
Accuracy B1 Struct: Figure 10 shows the relative error
of all baselines for B1. We also include MNC Basic, which is
the MNC estimator without extension vectors and bounds.
In detail, we configured these benchmarks as follows:
• B1.1 NLP: A 100K × 100K token matrix, a fraction of
0.001 known tokens, 300-dimensional embeddings.
• B1.2 Scale: A diagonal 100K×100K matrix and 100K×2K
matrix with sparsity 0.01.
• B1.3 Perm: A random 100K × 100K permutation matrix
and 100K × 2K matrix with sparsity 0.5.
• B1.4/B1.5: Matrices R and C of size 100K × 100K.
For these structured matrix inputs, we observe that the
metadata estimators, sampling, and density map generally
show large errors. The Ewc estimator typically performs—
due to its conservative approach—worse than Eac . B1.4 is
the only exception where Ewc outperforms Eac because two
ultra-sparse matrices produce a fully dense output. Furthermore, the sampling-based estimator Esmpl suffers from its
bias, which—except for B1.5—does not hold. On B1.4 Esmpl
computed 1010 /0 = ∞ because with sample fraction of 0.05
only 2 out of 20 repetitions sampled the dense C and R vectors. While the density map performs good on uniformly
distributed sparsity (e.g., B1.2 and B1.3), it shows large errors
for structured matrices like B1.1, B1.4, and B1.5 because the
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Figure 11: Accuracy Results for B2 Real.
square blocks are not able to preserve row and column-wise
structure. In contrast, the layered graph is very accurate with
a maximum observed error of 1.61 (average 1.22) for B1.1.
However, only bitset and MNC yielded exact results for all
B1 scenarios; B1.5 is an example where MNC relied on its
upper bound nnz(hrA ) · nnz(hcB ) to accomplish that.
Accuracy B2 Real: In addition, Figure 11 shows the
accuracy results of all baselines for the matrix products B2.1B2.4. We used the real input datasets as described in Section 5,
and the projection matrix P for B2.2 extracts columns of the
range [11, 50], which are all dummy coded and thus, ultrasparse. The metadata estimators, sampling, and the density
map show again relatively large errors because they struggle
to encode the structure of these matrices. For example, the
density map fails to recognize the varying sparsity in B2.2
because the block size of 256 × 256 is too coarse-grained
for the Cov dataset with 54 columns. In contrast, MNC computes the exact sparsity for B2.1 and B2.2, and shows even
for co-reference counting and email graph analysis small
errors of 1.17 and 1.09, respectively. The layered graph also
consistently yields low errors, and outperforms MNC on
co-reference counting. Although the bitset estimator always
computes the exact sparsity, it fails for B2.1 and B2.3 because
its size exceeds the available memory. For example, creating
a bitset for AMin A for B2.1 would require ≈ 8 TB.
MNC Extension Vectors: While the impact of MNC extension vectors was negligible for B1 and B2, we observed
improvements of up to 48.1% on other datasets.

6.4

Accuracy for Other Operations

The final scenario of B2 Real is a pure element-wise multiplication B2.5 for image masking, which does not apply to
the layered graph so we exclude this estimator. Figure 11(f)
shows the accuracy of the remaining estimators. We used
Mnist1m and applied a mask M that selects the 14 × 14 center
of all 28 × 28 images. This can be seen as an adversarial mask,
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Figure 12: Accuracy with Varying Parameters.
because most non-zeros appear in the center region. Similar to most other image datasets, Mnist represents images
as rows in matrix X. Thus, pixel masking is a column-wise
operation. Exploiting this structure, MNC again yields the
exact result. In contrast, both the density map and sampling
have a relative error of ≈ 1.76. Given the adversarial pattern,
MetaWC—with its worst-case guarantee—also performs very
well with a relative error of 1.13.

6.5

Baseline Parameter Configurations

One strength of our MNC sketch is that it does not require
parameters to trade-off between estimation overhead and
accuracy. However, to better understand the default configurations of the baseline estimators, we conduct a systematic
evaluation of the layered graph and density map.
Layered Graph: The layered graph uses r-vectors to hold
random numbers—drawn from an exponential distribution—
for each node. Increasing the vector length (the number of
“rounds”), decreases the relative error in expectation, but
also linearly increases the estimation runtime. Figures 12(a)
and 12(b) show the resulting relative error with varying
number of rounds for B2.1 and B2.2 for which MNC yields
exact results. We see knees that are data-dependent but the
default of 32 usually attains very good accuracy. Note that on
datasets like AMin A—with significant structure—the relative
error differences can be quite large.
Density Map: Similarly, the density map’s block size b
determines the granularity of the retained sparsity structure
because sparsity is maintained for b ×b blocks. Increasing the
block size leads to more aggregation and thus, likely lower
accuracy but also significantly decreased overhead due to the
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Figure 14: Accuracy Results for B3 Chain.

quadratic influence. Figures 12(c) and 12(d) show the relative
error with increasing block size for B2.4 and B2.2. Here, B2.4
replaces B2.1 because, with small block sizes, the density map
ran out of memory for the large B2.1 NLP matrix AMin A.
Overall, we see a rather small influence on the resulting error.
Note that for B2.2, only block sizes 16 and 32 can exploit
the column structure for Cov with 54 columns. Since, the
density map requires matching block sizes of all inputs for
matrix products and other operations, this data-dependent
configuration becomes a real challenge for arbitrary DAGs of
matrix operations with unknown sparsity of intermediates.

structure as much as possible, which is counter-productive
in scenarios like this with vanishing structure. Fourth, MNC
outperforms MNC basic (14.3 vs. 15.8) because the upper
bound helps determining the feasible output size p.
Mixed Expressions: The benchmark queries B3.1, B3.4,
and B3.5 include a mix of matrix products, element-wise
operations, and reorganizations. Hence, these benchmarks
do not apply to the layered graph. Furthermore, the bitset estimator failed to represent the ultra-sparse matrices in B3.1
and B3.4, which would require 7.8 TB and 2.3 TB, respectively. Figure 14 shows the accuracy results for the remaining
estimators. First, B3.1 extends the NLP scenario from B2.1
with an additional reshape operation. Since this operation is
sparsity-preserving, the results are similar to B2.1. Second,
B3.4 computes predicted recommendations for known ratings of a selected set of users. We constructed a selection
matrix P to extract the top 10K users according to their number of ratings, and random factors L and R with sparsity of
0.95 and 0.85, respectively. The element-wise multiplication
has exactly aligned non-zeros and thus, MNC computes the
exact sparsity, while MetaAC and the density map fail to recognize this structure. Third, B3.5 applies a boolean predicate
of masks X ⊙ ((R ⊙ S + T) , 0) to the Mnist1m dataset X.
Here, R is the center mask from B2.5, S is a random mask
with sparsity 0.1 and T is a data-dependent mask X = 255 for
high-intensity pixels. Thus, we select all fully black pixels
and a fraction of 0.1 non-zeros in the center area. Although
MNC does not yield the exact sparsity, its error of 1.33 is
significantly lower then the errors of MetaWC, MetaAC, and
density map with 2.13, 2.87, and 2.71, respectively.
All Intermediates for B3.2: The final output of benchmark query B3.2—as used for deferred scaling and shifting—is
typically small and dense. However, for matrix chain optimization, the error of all intermediates matters. Disregarding

6.6

Accuracy for Chains of Operations

In a last set of experiments, we study the accuracy of MNC
and other estimators for entire matrix expressions using
the benchmark category B3 Chain. We start by showing a
negative result for matrix powers and then discuss the results
of more realistic matrix expressions.
Matrix Powers (B3.3): The benchmark query B3.3 consists of a pure chain of matrix products P G G G G including
the fourth matrix power. Matrix powers is a common benchmark [16, 39, 57]—although closed-form solutions via inverse
exist [38]—and thus, it applies to all existing estimators, except the bitset because a boolean matrix of G exceeds the
available memory. In detail, we constructed a selection matrix P to extract the top 200 papers by number of references
from G. Then, we perform three more products with G to
determine transitively referenced papers over three hops.
Figure 13 shows the accuracy results for all intermediates
and the final output. There are four interesting observations.
First, the layered graph yields very good accuracy with only
slightly increasing errors, but at the cost of impractical overhead as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Second, MNC computes the
exact sparsity for the initial selection, whereas the MetaAC
and density map estimators assume uniformity and thus,
fail to capture the structure of extracted rows. Third, maybe
surprising for a reader, MetaAC and density map show decreasing errors with increasing chain length. The reason is
that matrix powers are densifying operations that systematically increase the number of non-zeros and uniformity.
In contrast, our MNC estimator shows increasing errors for
longer chains and thus, is outperformed by both MetaAC
and density map. Our sketch propagation aims to propagate
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Figure 15: Accuracy of All Intermediates for B3.2.

the leaf node reorganizations, we have five matrix products
and hence 15 intermediates (i.e., sub chains). Figure 15 compares the accuracy of the density map and MNC for all intermediates. We use Mnist1m as input X with appended
column of ones and left-deep estimation per intermediate.
The density map struggles with the special scale-and-shift
matrix, resulting in a large final relative error of 98.6. Also,
mistakenly estimating X S B as sparse could lead to a disastrous plan. In contrast, MNC yields the exact sparsity for
many intermediates and a very small final error of 1.002. We
observed a similar behavior for B3.2 with Cov as input, with
errors up to 13,750 for the density map and 2.35 for MNC.

7

RELATED WORK

We review related work from the areas of cardinality estimation, sparsity estimation for matrix products, and advanced
optimizations in ML systems that aim to exploit sparsity.
Join Cardinality Estimation: Query cardinality estimation is a well-studied problem, which relates to estimating
the number of distinct items or the cardinality of selection,
join, and grouping operators. First, distinct item estimation
typically relies on sampling [14, 28], or scan-based synopses
[8, 31, 36]. Examples for scan-based synopses are HyperLogLog [31] and KMV [8], which have proven accurate but
do not directly apply to intermediates. However, the AKMV
synopsis (KMV synopsis with counters) allows composing
synopses for union, intersection, and difference [8]. Second,
join cardinality estimation via sampling [27, 44, 63] faces
the challenge that large queries might produce empty results for many distinct items. Other work tackles this challenge via linked synopses [23], correlated sampling [64],
or index-based join sampling [45]. Recent work further
combines sampling with HyperLogLog sketches for multicolumn estimates [22]. Another alternative to sampling is
the maintenance of histograms for attributes of base relations [18, 37]. However, to the best of our knowledge, none
of these techniques addresses chains of join-group-by pairs
(or join-project with set semantics [6]) that could emulate
matrix product chains and other operations.
Matrix Product Sparsity Estimation: Apart from the
sparsity estimators [5, 10, 16, 39, 49, 65] discussed in Section 2, there is also work on propagating size information
and other matrix properties through linear algebra programs.
First, similar to constant and type propagation, existing work
in Matlab and SystemML propagates constant matrix dimensions according to operation semantics through operator
DAGs and conditional control flow [10, 19]. However, these
works do not deal with sparsity or rely on conservative worstcase estimates to guarantee memory constraints. Second,
based on similar propagation techniques, Sparso [59] also
propagates structural properties such as knowledge about

symmetric, triangular, and diagonal matrices, which can be
exploited by subsequent, data-dependent operations. Third,
existing work has already shown that sparsity estimation is
crucial for finding good orders during matrix multiplication
chain optimization [16, 39]. However, none of these works
composes estimates from exact and approximate fractions.
Furthermore, the MNC sketch offers a unique balance between good accuracy—especially in the presence of structural
properties—and guaranteed low overhead.
Sparsity Estimation in Compressed Sensing: Compressed sensing studies the reconstruction of a sparse matrix
X from few samples. Since many techniques require the sparsity of X as a parameter, Lopes introduced an estimator of a
stable sparsity measure that constitutes a lower bound of the
real sparsity [51]. To apply this or similar techniques (e.g., fill
estimation for blocked sparse formats [3]) in our context, we
would sample cells of Xi j = A B and compute dot products
Ai Bj to estimate the sparsity s C . However, similar to Esmpl ,
this approach does not apply to chains of matrix operations.
Advanced Optimization in ML Systems: Compilation
techniques in large-scale ML systems increasingly leverage
sparsity for better cost estimation and more efficient runtime
plans. Existing techniques include (1) sparsity-exploiting
operators in Cumulon [33], SystemML [11], and MatFast [65],
(2) automatic operator fusion for sparse operator pipelines
[12, 20], and (3) worst-case optimal semi-join reductions [41].
Estimating sparsity for matrix products and element-wise
operations also relates to holistic sum-product optimizations
[20, 53] of linear algebra programs. Therefore, practical—i.e.,
accurate and low-overhead—techniques for estimating the
sparsity of realistic matrix expressions are widely applicable.

8

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, after an analysis of existing sparsity estimators, we introduced the very simple, count-based MNC sketch
that exploits structural properties for better sparsity estimation. We described estimation algorithms for matrix products,
other common operations, and the propagation of sketches
for entire DAGs of these operations. Furthermore, we introduced a sparsity estimation benchmark to simplify comparison and foster further improvements. Our experiments have
shown that the MNC sketch offers good accuracy—especially
in the presence of structural properties—while requiring only
modest construction and estimation overhead. In conclusion,
the MNC sketch is a versatile tool—which is broadly applicable in modern ML systems—for decisions on formats and
preallocation, as well as cost-based, sparsity-aware optimization of DAGs of linear algebra operations. Interesting future
work includes (1) MNC sketches in advanced optimizers,
(2) confidence intervals, (3) additional operations, and (4)
support for distributed matrices and operations.

A

Table 4: Accuracy of Sampling-based Estimators.

EXTENDED SAMPLING-BASED
ESTIMATOR

In this appendix, we extend the biased, sampling-based estimator from [65] to yield an unbiased estimator with higher
accuracy at similar costs. Furthermore, we briefly describe a
more expensive hybrid estimator that relies on hashing and
sampling [5], and provide experimental results on how these
sampling-based estimators compare.
Unbiased Sampling-based Estimator: The idea is to
compute the expected number of non-zeros resulting from
element-wise
additions of the k sampled outer products as
Î
ml(1 − k ∈S (1 − vk )), where vk = nnz(A:k ) · nnz(Bk : )/ml.
We now assume that the remaining n − |S| outer products
are each probabilistically generated according to the empirical distribution of the |S| observed outer products. That is,
the probability that a non-zero appears in any matrix
Í cell
in a remaining outer product will be v = (1/|S|) k ∈S vk .
Putting all of this together, our sparsity estimate is
q

ŝC = 1 − (1 − v)

Ö

(1 − vk ),

(16)

k ∈S

where q = n − |S|. For a chain of matrix products, we take
nnz(M(j)
) = m j s j when computing s j+1 ; here s j is the spar:k
sity estimate for M(j) and m j is the number of rows in M(j) .
Interestingly, for n = |S|, this approach is equivalent to the
MNC fallback case shown in Algorithm 1, line 10.
Hashing- and Sampling-based Estimator [5]: The
hash-based estimator [5] extends ideas from KMV (k minimum values) synopses [7, 8]—that maintain the k = 1/ϵ 2
minimum hash values to derive an estimate for the number
of distinct items—by the use of pairwise independent hash
functions and sampling. Similar to the KMV estimator, this
hash-based sparsity estimator is scan-based; it iterates over
all columns in A:i and rows Bi: , hashes row and column indexes, samples rows and columns whose hash is below the
sample fraction, and maintains a buffer of the k minimum
pair hashes. Hence, its time complexity is O(d + nnz(A, B)).
Additional Experimental Results: Finally, Table 4
shows the resulting accuracy—in terms of the relative error
in [1, ∞)—of the extended (i.e., unbiased) estimator as well as
the hash-based estimator [5] for all single matrix operations.
We observe that the unbiased estimator generally performs
very well but is still worse than the more expensive hashbased estimator and much worse than our MNC estimator.
Additionally, there are three noteworthy special cases. First,
for B1.5, the biased estimator computes the exact result due
to its lower-bound assumption, whereas the unbiased estimator fails to recognize the structure and vastly overestimates.
Second, the unbiased estimator still struggles to estimate the
column projections in B2.2 due to varying sparsity across

Name
B1.1 NLP
B1.2 Scale
B1.3 Perm
B1.4 Outer
B1.5 Inner
B2.1 NLP
B2.2 Project
B2.3 CoRefG
B2.4 EmailG
B2.5 Mask

Biased [65]
84.0
53,560
92,535
INF
1.0
44.2
INF
54.4
91.8
1.76

Unbiased
1.55
1.01
1.27
INF
99,999
1.60
2.95
1.80
1.37
1.76

Hash [5]
1.78
1.13
1.17
1.0
INF
1.10
1.45
1.04
1.01
N/A

MNC
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.17
1.09
1.0

columns. Third, B2.5 refers to element-wise multiplication,
for which we implemented unbiased estimators and thus,
there are no differences.

B

MULTI-THREADED BITSET
ESTIMATOR

The experiments in Section 6 used single-threaded sketch
construction and estimation to ensure a fair comparison of
estimators and reflect their use during compilation. However, a natural question is if the exact, compute-bound bitset
estimator would benefit from multi-threading more than the
other estimators (like MNC), which are memory-bandwidth
bound. In favor of the dense bitset, we use a dense product
of two random 20K × 20K matrices with sparsity 0.99 (see
Figure 7(a)). Multi-threading improves the total bitset estimation runtime (construction and estimation) from 128.2 s
to 11.7 s (using 12 physical cores), which is a speedup of
almost 11x. However, even the single-threaded MNC Basic
and MNC still outperform the bitset with 3.2 s and 5.1 s, respectively. Most importantly, the MNC sketch exhibits much
better asymptotic behavior for large or very sparse matrices.
Unlike the bitset, the MNC runtime is also mostly dominated
by sketch construction not estimation, which is important
because input sketches can be constructed once and used
many times for estimating alternative plans.

C

OPTIMIZER INTEGRATION

Although not the focus of this paper, in this section, we
present a proof-of-concept integration into SystemML’s optimizing compiler. We introduced an additional dynamic
rewrite for sparsity-aware matrix multiplication chain optimization, which is still disabled by default.
MMChain Rewrite: Matrix multiplication chain optimization of n matrices (M(1), M(2), . . . , M(n) ) aims to find the
optimal parenthesization of these associative matrix products. The number of alternative plans is computed by the
Catalan number Cn−1 = (2n − 2)!/(n!(n − 1)!). However,
this problem can be solved efficiently via dynamic programming [17]. In SystemML, we use a textbook algorithm [17]
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Figure 16: Optimized vs. 100,000 Random Plans.
with cubic time and quadratic space complexity (although an
O(n log n) algorithm exists [32]) due to its simplicity and the
rarity of long chains of pure matrix products. This algorithm
uses an n × n cost matrix C for memoizing optimal costs
of subchains, as well as an n × n matrix S to keep track of
related optimal splits. Our sparsity-aware algorithm is a simple extension by an additional n × n matrix E for memoizing
sketches of optimal subchains. Instead of computing dense
costs, we compute the cost of a subchain by

Ci,j = min Ci,k + Ck +1,j + Ei,k .hc Ek +1,j .hr , (17)
k ∈[i,j−1]

because the number of non-zero pairs—computed via the
dot product hc hr —represents the number of floating point
operations of a sparse matrix multiplication (independent of
the output sparsity) [16]. For the optimal subplan, we finally
perform sketch propagation and store the sketch in Ei,j .
Experimental Results: Inspired by recent work on optimizing large join queries [56], we create a matrix product
chain of n = 20 matrices with dimensions 10, 103 , 104 , 104 ,
103 , 10, 104 , 1, 104 , 103 (repeated twice), and 1, as well as
random sparsity in [10−4, 1] for every third matrix and 0.1
otherwise. Figure 16 plots the distribution of min-normalized
costs of 100,000 random plans (of C 19 = 1,767,263,190 possible plans). Due to uniformly distributed non-zero values,
the estimation errors are negligible. We observe that the cost
difference between the worst and best plans is more than six
orders of magnitude, and that the default dynamic programming algorithm—which is unaware of the sparsity—yields a
plan that is 99.1x worse than the best plan. In contrast, our
extended rewrite finds the optimal plan. However, this is
merely a proof of concept because in practice long chains of
matrix products are rare. Instead there is a need for extended
algorithms that optimize matrix products and other operations together. We believe this is an interesting direction
for future work and our MNC sketch allows computing the
necessary sparsity-aware costs.
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